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Who are those people with
Pigletté and BoBo?

Why, that would be Mudd and Jerry.
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Hey! What’s Jerry doing to poor little
BoBo? It must be close to lunch,

he seems so hungry.
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David really likes Pigletté and
BoBo. He turned UncleMarkie on

to several wonderful wineries.
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Hey, what is Pigletté doing to
BoBo? Is that legal in this state?
Oh, that’s right; this is California.
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BoBo seems to be getting
most of the attention.

Do you think it’s his big heart?
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What is that leather band around
BoBo’s privates? Pigletté turns

away in horror.
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Our favorite computer geek saves
BoBo from a painful time.

And look—nurse Sam is here!
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This is Patrick. He wants to take
Pigletté and BoBo down to the river

for a swim.
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Armin, Patrick’s lover, certainly looks
comfortable. Pigletté and BoBo will

have company while they swim.
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Later in the afternoon, Pigletté and
BoBo show Armin’s friend

Freigesund their new 8-track tapes.
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The three boys hit UncleMarkie’s
stash of Macallan scotch in the
freezer. Do you want a drink?
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After a couple drinks BoBo, puts
some porno in the VCR for Pigletté

and Freigesund.
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The porno seems to make the three
boys a little frisky.

And we ain’t talking catfood.
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Pigletté, BoBo, and Freigesund
move to UncleMarkie’s bed for a

little more comfort.
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Wow! That Freigesund is athletic. It
must be the German blood. Or maybe

it is the German blood sausage.
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So many new positions for Pigletté
and BoBo to try with their new

friend! Maybe he will spend the night.
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Uh-oh! Freigesund got a banana off the kitchen
counter. What could he be doing with that in

bed? It looks a little soft.
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After a wild and passionate evening,
the boys settle in with a bottle of

scotch and some cigarettes.
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The End

Now, where’d that banana go?
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The Boys are off to a
family celebration in

their latest adventure.

Crowds cheered the first adventure, “Pigletté Goes to Argentina.”

Patrons clamored for the second adventure,
“Pigletté Goes to Northern California.”

Lines formed for the third adventure, “Pigletté Goes Hawaiian.”

And such a romp we had in “Pigletté Takes the Concorde.”

What a meeting Pigletté and BoBo have in
“Pigletté Goes to Camp.”

Collect the entire series—be the first on your block!
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